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Everything you need to protect your invention now  The provisional patent application (PPA) is a

quick, inexpensive and legal way to claim your inventionÃ¢â‚¬â€¢and buy yourself time to

determine whether itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s worthwhile to pursue a regular patent. Learn how to:   conduct a

patent search online  complete all the necessary forms  evaluate potential hurdles   prepare informal

drawings   file your application, and  file a new PPA to reflect modifications.  The book also includes

important legal forms to help you preserve your rights when showing or selling your invention:  

nondisclosure agreement  patent assignment  prototype-maker agreement  joint-ownership

agreement  The 7th edition incorporates changes from the Ã¢â‚¬Å“America Invents Act,Ã¢â‚¬Â• as

well as recent revisions to patent rules and regulations. Thousands of people have used Patent

Pending in 24 Hours successfully. You can, too!
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"Includes all the forms and advice needed to conduct a patent search online, understand basic

patent law and file an application." Library Bookwatch Ã¢â‚¬Å“A great resource for inventors who

want to quickly, efficiently and safely protect their precious ideas.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ron Docie, Sr., Author of

the Inventor's Bible

Save your place in line at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office without all the hassle of filing a

full-blown patent application. With Patent Pending in 24 Hours, you have all the forms and



information you need to get the job done!

It gave me the information I needed without a lot of superfluous material.

Still reading - could be shorter by eliminating all the stories and stick to the "How to". You cant even

read the book in 24 hours - after one - you're falling asleep.

Great read. Very enlightened about the whole patent process after reading this

Excellent book written for the common person. It is well written and great attention to detail to help

make people successful.

For me I was a beginner and knowing nothing about patents this book taught me a lot and I'm not

done reading it

Very helpful book! Highly recommend it.

So it took me 8 days to write my PPA, day and night. About 3 nights i did not sleep at all. Stood up

24 hrs just trying to be a perfectionist.Based on my experience, and my understanding of how

important it is to do a patent application right whether its just a provisional or not, I dont 100% agree

with the book saying in just 24 hrs of your time you can write a patent (and I'm sure they mean that

24 hrs can be spilt across a few days). You need to take your time. The book gives you almost

everything you need to write and submit your provisional.However, I would suggest that they go into

more detail on how to file online simply because I had hell with a PDF font error that kept coming up

after I uploaded my Specification file. The illustration/drawings went through fine but the full text

document was a pain. The book simoly says if you get any errors go back and fix them. That's not

good enough. Between my husband and myself, we had to search the internet to figure out how to

resolve the problem.To save you the trouble, i will tell you how to fix the Font embedded error that

the USPTO website gives you. The website will tell you your font isnt embedded if you save your

PDF file the default way. If you just save the document with the settings MS Word already put there

you may run into to trouble.What you have to do is click save as, save the file type as PDF, click on

minimum size, click options, select under PDF options "ISO 19005-1 compliant (PDF/A)". Hit ok.

Then save.Once your specifaction is saved this way, the USPTO website will accept the upload and



you will be able to continue.They also didnt make the part about the Application data sheet clear

enough. They dont refer to actual document name which i had to figure out for myself. I used the

PTO/SB/16 form which is the cover sheet required for the provisional application. If i didnt decide to

improve my claims and send a second provisional i would not have noticed that I needed to submit

that form just going based off the book. Yes I did not use Nolo's system to apply because you dont

have to. They also let you know you can choose if to use their system or not. I guess thats why they

didnt give you solid details on all the info needed for the uspto website, maybe hoping you'd use

theirs. Thats a huge assumption on my end though.Anyway, I also did alot of online research before

buying this book and probably half the things in the book i already knew but it still was a lifesaver in

many other areas.I like how they have examples of patents in the book. It is so helpful. Overall, the

book helps you out and it is written to help you skip chapters as needed so you can just get the info

you want as quickly as possible. They didnt just assume you will want to read the whole book. I also

like that they are sample of agreements in there too.The book is good but could be better. It should

provide assistance with the challenges that occur with the online application process. I'd give 3.5

stars if i could. But thats it.Also, this book wont help you write a provisional patent application you

can later convert into a non provisional patent application. It says so itself, so if thats what youre

looking for something that will help you write a patent based on the standard requirements this book

is not for you.Remember the provisional doesn't have to be like the standard and official non

provisional. So it you want to write a provisional that can be used as a non provisional try a book for

the non provisional.

not completely worthless, but there's no way that the title is accurate. the authors try to be super

cute by giving these stupid examples that don't help. there is far too much non essential information

that bogs the reader down. I generally like nolo's books, but this one is well below average imho.I'm

going to get a few more books from the library this time because this book is not the one source

book that it claims to be.
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